All courses offered on campus for this semester are listed in the following pages. Courses in the 100 and 200 series are lower-level courses usually for freshmen and sophomores; 300 and 400 series are upper-level courses for juniors and seniors; 500, 600, 700 and 800 series courses are graduate-level courses.

Students usually must have a bachelor's degree to enroll in graduate-level courses; however, certain undergraduate students with the permission of the departments and the students' advisors may take some 500-level courses.

Please note: The university reserves the right to discontinue any course announced in this schedule because of low enrollment or other reasons deemed sufficient by the university. To ensure high academic standards, the university reserves the right to close registration in a course after the maximum enrollment has been reached. In addition, the university reserves the right to make changes in faculty, fees or schedules as necessary.

**Section numbers**

The beginning letter or number indicates whether a course is an honors, variable credit, evening, laboratory or intersession course.

- 7XX = honors
- 8XX = variable credit (MCV Campus only)
- 9XX = evening
- CXX = off campus
- LXX = laboratory
- VXX = intersession

**Day codes**

The following symbols are used for the days of the week:

- U = Sunday
- M = Monday
- T = Tuesday
- W = Wednesday
- R = Thursday
- F = Friday
- S = Saturday
- TBA = To be announced
- ONLINE = Online section

The use of multiple symbols means that the class meets on each day indicated. MWF indicates Monday, Wednesday and Friday and TR indicates Tuesday and Thursday.

---

**Reading the codes**

**BIOL 209 MEDICAL MICROBIOLOGY LAB (1)**

- **Section 02L**
- **0100PM 0250PM**
- **LFSCB 0130 WEBB, S**
- **OPEN TO PDH & PNR STUDENTS ONLY**

**Comments/restrictions**

Many sections have a comment that refers to the section preceding the comment. Please adhere to these comments. Ignoring the comments and enrolling in the class may result in enrollment in a class that you are not eligible to take. Note the message that a fee is required for a particular course. (The fee table lists the fees for the courses with the fee required message.) For example:

**CARD 207 INTRODUCTION COMPUTER TECHNIQUES (1)**

- **CARD 207 INTRODUCTION COMPUTER TECHNIQUES (2)**

  This section of CARD 207 is only open to Communication Arts and Design (CAD) majors. If your major is Psychology (PSY) for example, you may not register for this section without an override. For example:

**MBIB 375 DYNAMICS OF RETAIL MANAGEMENT (2)**

- **MBIB 375 DYNAMICS OF RETAIL MANAGEMENT (3)**

  This section is not open to BFO or SND majors.

  Students also should refer to the appropriate bulletin for additional course requirements and co/prerequisites.